
1 In an order granting in part Pierce’s motion for
discovery, this Court gave Quarterman 20 days after  Pierce filed
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

HOUSTON DIVISION

ANTHONY LEROY PIERCE, §
§

Petitioner, §
§

v. §
§ CIVIL ACTION NO. H-07-1561

NATHANIEL QUARTERMAN, Director, §
Texas Department of Criminal §
Justice-Correctional § 
Institutions Division, §

§
Respondent. §

   MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER

Petitioner Anthony Leroy Pierce, currently in the c ustody of

the Texas Department of Criminal Justice (“TDCJ”), filed this

federal habeas corpus petition pursuant to 28 U.S.C . § 2254. Pierce

was convicted of capital murder and sentenced to de ath for the

murder of Fred Eugene Johnson during a robbery. Thi s case is before

the court on Pierce’s amended petition for writ of habeas corpus

(Docket Entry No. 8), Respondent Nathaniel Quarterm an’s motion for

summary judgment (Docket Entry No. 12), Pierce’s re sponse to

Quarterman’s motion for summary judgment and counte r-motion for

partial summary judgment (Docket Entry No. 15), and  Pierce’s

supplemental petition for writ of habeas corpus(Doc ket Entry No.

32). 1  Having carefully considered the Amended and Suppl emental
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1(...continued)
any amendments to his amended petition in which to amend his
summary judgment motion.  Pierce filed his suppleme ntal petition on
July 1, 2008, but Quarterman did not amend his summ ary judgment
motion.

2 The facts of this case are largely drawn from the T exas
Court of Criminal Appeals’s (“TCCA”) decision affir ming Pierce’s
conviction and sentence.  See  Pierce v. State , 777 S.W.2d 399, 401-
02 (Tex.Crim.App. 1989).  Where this opinion diverg es from or
expands upon the TCCA’s opinion, it will be denoted  by a specific
citation to the record.

-2-

Petitions, the Summary Judgment Motions, and the ar guments and

authorities of counsel, the court concludes that Qu arterman’s

Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted in pa rt and denied in

part, Pierce’s Amended Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus should be

granted in part and denied in part, and Pierce’s Co unter-Motion for

Summary Judgment With Respect to his Penry  claim should be granted.

I.  Background2

On August 4, 1977, Fred Johnson was the manager of a Church's

Fried Chicken restaurant. Brenda Charles was a cook  and cashier

that night, and Ron Cooks was a cook. After 9:00 th at night, Pierce

entered the restaurant, approached the cashier, exh ibited a gun,

and demanded money from Johnson. Johnson put the mo ney into a

Church's chicken box and handed the box to Pierce. Pierce ordered

the employees to lie on the floor. As Pierce began to leave the

restaurant, he dropped the box, spilling the money.  He instructed

Cooks to pick up the money. After Cooks did so, Pie rce returned to

the counter and told Johnson that he had been “layi ng to kill him”.

He then shot Johnson and fled the store.
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At trial Charles testified that she recognized Pier ce as the

man who robbed and killed Johnson. She also testifi ed that she

recognized Pierce as someone who was in the restaur ant in the two

months prior to the offense. Cooks also identified Pierce as the

man who robbed Johnson. Reginald Sanders, a twelve- year-old boy who

observed the robbery through the front window of th e restaurant as

he was passing by, testified that Pierce was the ma n he saw

committing the offense and then running from the re staurant.

The police did not recover Pierce’s fingerprints fr om the

crime scene.  VI Tr. At 250.  After Pierce’s arrest , the police

conducted a lineup with Pierce and four other men.  At the time,

Pierce was 18 years old.  He was five feet, five in ches tall, and

weighed 136 pounds.  The other men in the lineup we re: 34 years

old, five feet, six inches tall and 175 pounds; 22 years old, five

feet, nine inches tall and 153 pounds; 34 years old , five feet,

eight inches tall and 150 pounds; and 32 years old,  five feet, ten

inches tall and 170 pounds.  Id.  at 267-68.  A Houston Police

officer testified that he performed a trace metal t est on Pierce’s

hands after his arrest to determine if he held meta l shortly before

his arrest.  The test was positive on Pierce’s left  hand, and was

consistent with the type of gun identified by witne sses as the

murder weapon.  Id.  at 297-305.

Elray Mosley was the assistant manager of the Churc h’s Fried

Chicken restaurant.  He testified that Pierce was i n the store on

several occasions before the robbery.  On two occas ions, Pierce
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3 Jackson’s first name is spelled several ways though out
the proceedings.  The transcript of his prior testi mony identifies
him as “Orlester,” and he will be so identified thr oughout this
opinion.
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asked Johnson for free chicken.  When Johnson refus ed, Pierce

became angry, knocked items off the counter, and th reatened to hurt

someone.  Id,  at 330-33.  

The State also entered into evidence a transcript o f testimony

by Orlester Jackson, 3 who died prior to Pierce’s trial, from

Pierce’s 1977 trial.  Id.  at 345-46, 357, State’s Ex. 21.  Jackson

testified that Pierce made a statement admitting th at he killed

Johnson.  State’s Ex. 21 at 429.  Pierce presented evidence in

support of his theory that he was mistakenly identi fied as the

shooter.  See , e.g. , VI Tr. at 529-58 (testimony about mistaken

identification of Pierce in another case).  The jur y found Pierce

guilty of capital murder for murdering Johnson duri ng the course of

a robbery.  Id.  at 855.

During the penalty phase the state presented eviden ce that

Pierce stabbed a man during an altercation at a nig htclub.  VII Tr.

at 16-30.  Willie Mae Johnson testified that Pierce  and an

accomplice attempted to rob Johnson and her husband  at the business

they ran from their home.  Pierce brandished a knif e and his

accomplice brandished a gun.  Id.  at 37-49.  An assistant principal

of the middle school Pierce attended testified that  Pierce had a

poor reputation for being peaceful and law abiding.   Id.  at 52-54.

While incarcerated on death row, Pierce killed anot her inmate.  
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VII Tr. at 71-75.  He also threatened to kill a TDC J employee with

a shank, or homemade knife.  Id.  at 120.  A deputy also found a

shank in Pierce’s possession during a search at the  Harris County

Jail.  Id.  at 159-61.  

Sister Isabell Estrada testified that she was the p rincipal at

Holy Cross School in Bay City, Texas for 12 years.  Holy Cross is

a kindergarten through sixth grade Catholic school.   She visited

Pierce several times while he was in the Harris Cou nty jail and on

death row.  Sister Isabell testified that in the fo ur years she

knew Pierce he changed for the better.  He became l ess bitter and

angry, and developed intellectually so that he was better able to

participate in conversation.  Pierce's attorney als o asked Sister

Isabell about changes she saw in children as they a ge, but the

trial court sustained an objection to this line of questioning.

Pierce's attorney made a bill of exception and esta blished that

Sister Isabell would have testified that, in her ex perience,

troubled children can be rehabilitated with a chang e in

circumstances.  Id.  at 185-94.

Death row inmate G.W. Green testified that the man Pierce

killed on death row was a “vicious sort of dude.”  Green and two

other death row inmates testified that they heard t he other inmate

threaten Pierce.  They also testified that Pierce g ot along well

with people on death row  Id.  at 195-229.

Pierce’s mother, Erline Pierce, testified that Pier ce is the

fifth of her nine children.  She described Pierce a s an average
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student (though his school records, discussed below , paint a

different picture) and was not a behavior problem u ntil junior high

school.  When Pierce was 13 or 14 years old he bega n hanging around

with older boys and getting into trouble.  Pierce w as always honest

with his mother and took responsibility for his act ions.  She

testified that Pierce grew up a lot during his time  in prison, is

quiet and respectful, tries to help other people, a nd is religious.

Since being incarcerated, Pierce has sought educati onal

opportunities.  He also makes picture frames and je welry boxes to

send home to his mother.  Id.  at 232-41, Def. Ex. 17-19.  

The jury unanimously answered “yes” to both special  issues: 

(1) whether Pierce’s conduct that caused Johnson’s death was

deliberate and undertaken with the reasonable expec tation that the

death of the victim or another would result; and (2 ) whether there

was a probability that Pierce would commit future c riminal acts of

violence that would constitute a continuing threat to society. 

Accordingly, the trial court sentenced Pierce to de ath.  Id.  at

318-21.  The TCCA affirmed Pierce’s conviction and sentence, Pierce

v. State , 777 S.W.2d 399 (Tex.Crim.App. 1989), cert. denied , 496

U.S. 912 (1990), and denied his application for pos tconviction

relief, Ex Parte Pierce , No. 15,859-03 (Tex.Crim.App. Sept. 19,

2001).  On August 29, 2002, Pierce filed a successo r state habeas

application.  The TCCA denied this application on A pril 18, 2007.

Ex Parte Pierce , No. 15,859-04 (Tex.Crim.App. Apr. 18, 2007).  On

May 9, 2007, Pierce filed his federal habeas petiti on.  On August
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30, 2007, he filed an amended petition.  On July 1,  2008, after

conducting limited discovery, Pierce filed a supple mental petition.

II.  The Applicable Legal Standards

A. The Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act

This federal petition for habeas relief is governed  by the

applicable provisions of the Antiterrorism and Effe ctive Death

Penalty Act (“AEDPA”).  See  Lindh v. Murphy , 521 U.S. 320, 335-36

(1997).  Under the AEDPA federal habeas relief base d upon claims

that were adjudicated on the merits by the state co urts cannot be

granted unless the state court’s decision (1) “was contrary to, or

involved an unreasonable application of, clearly es tablished

federal law, as determined by the Supreme Court of the United

States” or (2) “was based on an unreasonable determ ination of the

facts in light of the evidence presented in the Sta te court

proceeding.”  28 U.S.C. § 2254(d); Kitchens v. John son , 190 F.3d

698, 700 (5th Cir. 1999).  For questions of law or mixed questions

of law and fact adjudicated on the merits in state court, the court

may grant federal habeas relief under 28 U.S.C. § 2 254(d)(1) only

if the state court decision “was contrary to, or in volved an

unreasonable application of, clearly established [S upreme Court

precedent].”  See  Martin v. Cain , 246 F.3d 471, 475 (5th Cir.),

cert. denied , 534 U.S. 885 (2001).  Under the “contrary to” cla use,

the court may afford habeas relief only if “‘the st ate court

arrives at a conclusion opposite to that reached by  . . . [the
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Supreme Court] on a question of law or if the state  court decides

a case differently than . . . [the Supreme Court] h as on a set of

materially indistinguishable facts.’”  Dowthitt v. Johnson , 230

F.3d 733, 740-41 (5th Cir. 2000), cert. denied , 532 U.S. 915 (2001)

(quoting Williams v. Taylor , 529 U.S. 362, 406 (2000)).

The “unreasonable application” standard permits fed eral habeas

relief only if a state court decision “identifies t he correct

governing legal rule from [the Supreme Court] cases  but

unreasonably applies it to the facts of the particu lar state

prisoner’s case” or “if the state court either unre asonably extends

a legal principle from [Supreme Court] precedent to  a new context

where it should not apply or unreasonably refuses t o extend that

principle to a new context where it should apply.”  Williams , 529

U.S. at 406.  “In applying this standard, we must d ecide (1) what

was the decision of the state courts with regard to  the questions

before us and (2) whether there is any established federal law, as

explicated by the Supreme Court, with which the sta te court

decision conflicts.”  Hoover v. Johnson , 193 F.3d 366, 368 (5th

Cir. 1999).  A federal court’s “focus on the ‘unrea sonable

application’ test under Section 2254(d) should be o n the ultimate

legal conclusion that the state court reached and n ot on whether

the state court considered and discussed every angl e of the

evidence.”  Neal v. Puckett , 239 F.3d 683, 696 (5th Cir. 2001),

aff’d , 286 F.3d 230 (5th Cir. 2002) (en banc), cert. den ied sub

nom.  Neal v. Epps , 537 U.S. 1104  (2003).  The sole inquiry for a
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federal court under the ‘unreasonable application’ prong becomes

“whether the state court’s determination is ‘at lea st minimally

consistent with the facts and circumstances of the case.’”  Id.

(quoting Hennon v. Cooper , 109 F.3d 330, 335 (7th Cir. 1997)); see

also  Gardner v. Johnson , 247 F.3d 551, 560 (5th Cir. 2001) (“Even

though we cannot reverse a decision merely because we would reach

a different outcome, we must reverse when we conclu de that the

state court decision applies the correct legal rule  to a given set

of facts in a manner that is so patently incorrect as to be

‘unreasonable.’”).

The AEDPA precludes federal habeas relief on factua l issues

unless the state court’s adjudication of the merits  was based on an

unreasonable determination of the facts in light of  the evidence

presented in the state court proceeding.  See  28 U.S.C.

§ 2254(d)(2); Hill v. Johnson , 210 F.3d 481, 485 (5th Cir. 2000),

cert. denied , 532 U.S. 1039 (2001).  The state court’s factual

determinations are presumed correct unless rebutted  by “clear and

convincing evidence.”  28 U.S.C. § 2254(e)(1); see also  Jackson v.

Anderson , 112 F.3d 823, 824-25 (5th Cir. 1997), cert. denie d, 522

U.S. 1119 (1998).

B. The Standard for Summary Judgment in Habeas Corpus Cases

“As a general principle, Rule 56 of the Federal Rul es of Civil

Procedure, relating to summary judgment, applies wi th equal force

in the context of habeas corpus cases.”  Clark v. J ohnson , 202 F.3d

760, 764 (5th Cir.), cert. denied , 531 U.S. 831 (2000).  In
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ordinary civil cases a district court considering a  motion for

summary judgment is required to construe the facts in the case in

the light most favorable to the nonmoving party.  S ee Anderson v.

Liberty Lobby , 477 U.S. 242, 255 (1986) (“The evidence of the

nonmovant is to be believed, and all justifiable in ferences are to

be drawn in his favor.”).  Where, however, a state prisoner’s

factual allegations have been resolved against him by express or

implicit findings of the state courts, and the pris oner fails to

demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence that t he presumption

of correctness established by 28 U.S.C. § 2254(e)(1 ) should not

apply, this court may not resolve the facts of the case in the

petitioner’s favor.  See  Marshall v. Lonberger , 459 U.S. 422, 432

(1983); Sumner v. Mata , 449 U.S. 539, 547 (1981). 

III.  Analysis

Pierce’s Amended Petition raises 13 claims for reli ef, each of

which is addressed below.

A. Penry

In his first claim for relief, Pierce argues that t he jury was

unable to give full effect to his mitigating eviden ce.  In Lockett

v. Ohio , 438 U.S. 586, 608 (1978), a plurality of the Supr eme Court

held “that the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments req uire that the

sentencer . . . not be precluded from considering, as a mitigating

factor, any aspect of a defendant’s character or record .  . . as a

basis for a sentence less than death.”  438 U.S. at  604 (emphasis

in original).  This holding is based on the plurali ty’s conclusion
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that death “is so profoundly different from all oth er penalties” as

to render “an individualized decision . . . essenti al in capital

cases.”   Id.  at 605.  In Penry v. Johnson , 532 U.S. 782 (2001), the

Supreme Court clarified that a capital sentencing j ury must “be able

to consider and give effect to a defendant’s mitigating evidence in

imposing sentence.”  Id.  at 797 (internal quotation marks, citation

and brackets omitted).  

Pierce presented evidence of his youth at the time of the crime

(he was just past his eighteenth birthday), that he  was a good

student and was not a discipline problem as a child , that his

behavior in prison was generally good, and that he matured

emotionally and spiritually while in prison.  His m other testified

that he was honest and respectful toward her, that he admitted his

wrongs in the past, and that he sought education an d developed

intellectually and creatively while in prison, impr oving his verbal

abilities and making crafts, such as picture frames  and jewelry

boxes.  The jurors were asked to answer two special  issues:

(1) whether Pierce’s conduct that caused Johnson’s death was

deliberate and undertaken with the reasonable expec tation that the

death of the victim or another would result; and (2 ) whether there

was a probability that Pierce would commit future c riminal acts of

violence that would constitute a continuing threat to society.  The

TCCA found that the jurors could consider and give effect to

Pierce’s mitigating evidence.  The TCCA’s conclusio n was not

reasonable.
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On the face of the special issues, the jury could c onsider some

of Pierce’s evidence under the future dangerousness  special issue.

For example, Pierce’s youth at the time of the offe nse and his

behavior in prison are relevant to that issue.  See  Johnson v.

Texas , 509 U.S. 350 (1993); Franklin v. Lynaugh , 487 U.S. 164, 177

(1988).  Other evidence, however, is irrelevant, or  is only

partially relevant, to the future dangerousness iss ue, yet raises

questions about Pierce’s general moral culpability and character.

For example, his honesty and respect toward his mot her, his

willingness to admit past wrongs, his efforts to im prove himself

through education, and his work making craft items have little

relevance to future dangerousness, but are relevant  as to his

character.  

Penry  makes clear that jurors must have an opportunity t o

“fully consider[] the mitigating evidence as it [be ars] on the

broader question of [the defendant’s] moral culpabi lity.”  532 U.S.

at 787.  The “State cannot bar ‘the consideration o f . . . evidence

if the sentencer could reasonably find that it warr ants a sentence

less than death.’” Tennard v. Dretke , 542 U.S. 274, 285 (2004)

(quoting McKoy v. North Carolina , 494 U.S. 433, 440 (1990)).  The

Eighth Amendment requires that a capital sentencing  jury be able to

consider and give effect to any mitigating evidence that meets this

low threshold of relevance.  Tennard , 542 U.S. at 285.  Some of

Pierce’s evidence was outside the scope of the two special issues,
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and the jury had no means by which to consider and give effect to

this evidence.

The Penry  violation was exacerbated by prosecution comments

during closing argument.  During closing argument, the prosecutor

told the jury:

You each promised me individually that if the
State brought you evidence that convinced you
beyond a reasonable doubt that the answers to
these special issues would be yes and you knew
that a “yes” answer to each one of these issues
would mean the death penalty that you would
answer those questions “yes” and that you would
never change your answer despite the evidence
in this case just so that the death penalty
would not be imposed.

VII Tr. at 298.  This argument suggests to the jury  that it could

not consider Pierce’s mitigating evidence at all (t elling jurors

that they promised “that you would never change you r answer despite

the evidence in this case just so that the death pe nalty would not

be imposed”), but could consider only whether the S tate presented

sufficient evidence to merit a “yes” answer to the special issues:

The prosecutor clearly stated that the jury must an swer “yes” “if

the State brought you evidence that convinced you b eyond a

reasonable doubt that the answers to these special issues would be

yes.”  

The Penry  line of cases teaches that the two special issues

submitted to Pierce’s jury do not pass constitution al muster because

they provide no mechanism for the jury to consider and give effect
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to mitigating evidence weighing on a defendant’s mo ral culpability.

[S]entencing juries must be able to give
meaningful consideration and effect to all
mitigating evidence that might provide a basis
for refusing to impose the death penalty on a
particular individual, notwithstanding the
severity of his crime or his potential to
commit similar offenses in the future.

Abdul-Kabir v. Quarterman , 550 U.S. 233, ___, 127 S.Ct. 1654, 1664

(2007).  The special issues in this case, especiall y when considered

in light of the State’s closing argument, violated Pierce’s rights

under Penry .  See  Brewer v. Quarterman , 550 U.S. 286, 127 S.Ct.

1706, 1712 (finding Penry  error based on “a reasonable likelihood”

that jurors followed prosecutor’s statement that th e jury could only

answer the special issues and not exercise independ ent moral

judgment).  Accordingly, Pierce is entitled to reli ef on his Penry

claim.

B. Exclusion Of Mitigating Evidence

In his second claim for relief Pierce contends that  the trial

court’s limitations on Sister Isabell Estrada’s tes timony violated

his right to present mitigating evidence.  Sister I sabell testified

that she visited Pierce and saw a positive change i n Pierce over

time.  The trial court found that her proposed test imony about her

experience in observing troubled youths change as t heir

circumstances changed was irrelevant.

The state habeas court rejected this claim, noting that 
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the evidence presented in the defense’s offer
of proof of Sister Estrada did not concern any
characteristics peculiar to the applicant; that
Estrada’s testimony consisted of generalities
regarding children and how their upbringing
affected their behavior; and, that such
testimony was not particularized to illustrate
that someone like [Pierce] would not pose a
continuing danger to society.

SH1. at 459. 4  Therefore, the court concluded that her proposed

testimony was not relevant, material, or probative.   Id.  at 497. 

“Few rights are more fundamental than that of an ac cused to

present witnesses in his own defense.”  Chambers v.  Mississippi , 410

U.S. 284, 302 (1973).  In the context of a capital sentencing

hearing, the right to present a defense extends to evidence relevant

to the defendant’s character or record.  Lockett v.  Ohio , 438 U.S.

586, 604 (1978).  While acknowledging the general r ight of a

defendant to present evidence, however, Chambers  noted that “[i]n

the exercise of this right, the accused, as is requ ired of the

State, must comply with established rules of proced ure and evidence

designed to assure both fairness and reliability in  the

ascertainment of guilt and innocence.”  410 U.S. at  302.

Sister Isabell testified about her personal knowled ge of

Pierce.  The court only excluded her proposed testi mony concerning

her general observations about children from troubl ed backgrounds.

This proposed testimony did not concern Pierce in p articular.  The
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proposed testimony was based on Sister Isabell’s ob servations as a

school principal, not on any scientific research or  peer-reviewed

publication.  The relevance of this testimony to Pi erce was marginal

at best.  In light of the fact that the excluded te stimony did not

relate personally to Pierce and was only tangential ly relevant to

the issues before the jury, the state courts were n ot unreasonable

in their conclusions that this evidence was irrelev ant.

C. Mental Retardation

In his third claim for relief Pierce contends that the Eighth

Amendment bars his execution because he is mentally  retarded.  The

American Association on Mental Retardation (“AAMR”)  defines mental

retardation as (1) sub-average general intellectual  functioning;

(2) related limitations in two or more of the follo wing adaptive

skill areas:  communication, self-care, home living , social skills,

community use, self-direction, health and safety, f unctional

academics, leisure, and work; and (3) onset before the age of 18.

R. Luckasson, et al., Mental Retardation: Definitio n,

Classification, and Systems of Supports  (9th ed. 1992).  While the

Supreme Court, in Atkins v. Virginia , 536 U.S. 304 (2002), held that

a state may not execute a mentally retarded offende r, the court did

not adopt a particular definition of mental retarda tion.  Moreover,

the Fifth Circuit has noted that Atkins  does not mandate that a

state adopt any particular clinical definition.

Although the [Atkins ] Court did refer to the
clinical definitions of mental retardation
promulgated by the AAMR and the American
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Psychiatric Association (“APA”), it did not
dictate that the approach and analysis of the
State must track the AAMR or the APA exactly.

Clark v. Quarterman , 457 F.3d 441, 445 (5th Cir. 2006), cert.

denied , 127 S.Ct. 1373 (2007).

The Texas legislature has yet to adopt a definition  of mental

retardation for Atkins  purposes.  The TCCA has opted for a blend of

the AAMR and APA standards and the standards of Tex as’s Persons With

Mental Retardation Act, T EX.  HEALTH & SAFETY CODE ANN., § 591.003(13).

See Ex parte Briseno , 135 S.W.3d 1, 7 (Tex. Crim. App. 2004).  These

standards are in substantial agreement that a diagn osis of mental

retardation requires:  (1) significantly sub-averag e intellectual

functioning; (2) deficits in adaptive functioning; and (3) onset

before age 18. 5

The state habeas court considered affidavits and ex pert reports

on Pierce’s Atkins  claim.  It concluded that Pierce does not have

significantly sub-average intellectual functioning or deficits in

adaptive functioning.

1. Significantly Sub-average Intellectual Functionin g

The AAMR defines significantly sub-average intellec tual

functioning as “an IQ of about 70 or below (approxi mately 2 standard

deviations below the mean).”  Briseno , 135 S.W.3d at 7 n.24.

Dr. June Kaufman, a Ph.D. in clinical psychology, e valuated

Pierce apparently in connection with his original s tate habeas
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application in 1990.  Dr. Kaufman stated that she r eviewed Pierce’s

records from the Texas Youth Commission, a social s ummary prepared

by TDCJ, a mental status report by Dr. Jerome Brown  of the Forensic

Psychiatry Unit of the Harris County Psychiatric Ho spital prepared

in 1977, and a 1977 mental status evaluation by Joh n D. Nottingham,

M.D. of the Forensic Psychiatry Unit of the Harris County

Psychiatric Hospital.  Dr. Kaufman also received ba ckground

information about Pierce.  

On September 7, 1990, Dr. Kaufman visited Pierce on  death row

and conducted an evaluation that included collectin g data and

administering a variety of psychometric instruments .  Dr. Kaufman

described Pierce as “extremely cooperative” and “hi ghly motivated

to do as well as possible on the tests.”  Dr. Kaufm an noted that

Pierce showed great concentration of the Wechsler A dult Intelligence

Scale-Revised (“WAIS-R”).  She received very consis tent results on

a wide range of tests.  These results, along with h er observations

of Pierce’s attitude and effort led her to conclude  that the results

are “without question valid.”  

Dr. Kaufman determined from background reports that  Pierce was

the fifth of nine children born to a poor family.  Pierce’s father

earned as little as $5,000 per year.  Pierce’s moth er smoked during

her pregnancy, and Pierce’s father was an alcoholic .  Pierce had a

heart problem and suffered severe headaches as a ch ild.  He was

regarded as “slow” and “sickly.”  Pierce was also a  “free bleeder,”

i.e. , it took him a long time to stop bleeding after cu tting
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himself.  Due to his physical infirmities, Pierce w as often absent

from school, and often had to leave school early.  Dr. Kaufman

stated that this, coupled with low intelligence, ca used Pierce to

do poorly in school.  She noted that Pierce failed first and third

grade and was reported to be very “slow” in his sch oolwork.  He was

also described as stubborn which, Dr. Kaufman noted , “might reflect

his youthful inability to confront his inability to  achieve in

school.”  

Dr. Kaufman observed that Pierce’s home life was di fficult.

His father was a violent alcoholic who beat Pierce,  sometimes

striking Pierce’s head against the wall, because he  considered

Pierce “no good” since he was so slow.  As Pierce g rew older, he

tried to work with his father, who was a carpenter,  but Pierce’s

father was very critical of Pierce’s limited abilit ies.  

In 1972 and 1974, Pierce was referred to the probat ion

department for incidents at school.  He was adminis tered the Otis

Lennon Mental Abilities Exam and achieved a full sc ale IQ of 74.

A 1975 report from the Texas Youth Commission repor ts Pierce’s

full scale IQ of 67.  The examiner specifically sta ted that Pierce

fell within the mentally retarded range.  The exami ner reported that

Pierce was very cooperative in the testing procedur e.  Pierce blamed

his limited social and educational abilities on his  environment.

Dr. Kaufman described this as 

a rather classic example of what is sometimes
called the phenomenon of “passing and denial.”
Contrary to some popular beliefs, mildly
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retarded persons, or those with significant
deficits in intellectual functioning, are very
often aware of their own deficiencies.  This
creates an enormous sense of personal
inadequacy.  The individual will therefore go
to great lengths to try to disguise their
perceived inadequacies from others.   

The 1975 report also noted that Pierce tended to th ink concretely

and did not generalize cognitively from one experie nce to the next,

and noted Pierce’s extremely poor verbal skills.  D r. Kaufman

explained that “[c]oncrete – as opposed to abstract  – thinking is

a classic trait of those of significantly sub-norma l intelligence.”

Respondent argues that in 1977 Dr. Jerome Brown con cluded that

Pierce’s IQ was in the “borderline range,” noting a n Ammons IQ of

75, but that Pierce “should not be considered menta lly defective or

severely retarded.”  In her report Dr. Kaufman obse rved that Dr.

Brown did not define “severely retarded.”  Dr. Kauf man stated that

the American Psychiatric Association defines severe  mental

retardation as an IQ between 20 and 40.  People wit h an IQ that low

constitute less than four percent of the population  of mentally

retarded people which, as a whole, comprises only a bout one percent

of the general population.  “Severe” retardation, o f course, is not

what Atkins  requires.  Dr. Kaufman also stated that the Ammons  IQ

test is not generally regarded as reliable and that  it is not

improbable that Pierce would score higher on the Am mons than he did

on the administration of the WAIS a few months earl ier.  She opined

that “certainly up to 1977, Anthony Pierce was func tionally mentally

retarded.”  SH2. at 17-41.
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The State submitted test results from an administra tion of the

WAIS in 1976.  Pierce scored a full scale IQ of 81.   Id.  at 216-17.

Dr. Richard Garnett submitted an affidavit in suppo rt of

Pierce’s state habeas petition.   Dr. Garnett noted  that Pierce

failed the first and third grades.  His academic pr ogress never

developed beyond the second or third grade level, a nd he began

failing most of his classes in fifth and sixth grad es.  Dr. Garnett

also noted that the IQ score of 81 was an outlier.  Pierce scored

67 on the WISC one year earlier.  Dr. Garnett also noted that Pierce

achieved seven scores below 75 over a period of yea rs before scoring

81 in 1975.  Dr. Garnett noted the test-retest fact or, wherein

exposure to the same or a related test can influenc e test

performance, or to possible hints, examiner directi on, or learning

that could raise subsequent scores.  Id.  at 280-88.

Dr. Susana A. Rosin, a Ph.D. in clinical psychology , reviewed

records sent to her by Pierce’s state habeas counse l.  She observed

that Pierce’s school records showed a consistent pa ttern of

underachievement.  He obtained full scale IQ scores  of 69 and 74 at

ages nine and twelve, repeated first and third grad es, and obtained

very low scores on standardized academic achievemen t tests.  Two IQ

tests administered in 1975 yielded scores of 67 and  75.  Two of

Pierce’s lowest scores were obtained on the Wechsle r scales (the

WISC and the WAIS).  Dr. Rosin described these test s as “the gold

standard for intelligence testing,” and stated that  Wechsler scores

are typically considered more reliable and valid th an scores from
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other instruments.  Dr. Rosin administered the WAIS -III, and Pierce

obtained a full scale IQ of 70.  Dr. Rosin describe d this as falling

in the mildly mentally retarded range.  He had the most difficulty

with those portions of the test involving numerical  reasoning,

general fund of knowledge, new learning, attention,  visual attention

to detail, overall perceptual organization and verb al/non-verbal

reasoning.  Pierce’s results on the Wide Range Achi evement Test were

consistent with his scores on the WAIS-III.  Id.  at 308-12.

Dr. George Denkowski submitted an affidavit for the  State.

Dr. Denkowski reviewed documents and examined Pierc e at the Harris

County Jail.  He found that Pierce responded to que stions directly

and rationally.  Pierce recalled that his attorney told him that

Dr. Denkowski would visit, but did not recall the p urpose of the

visit.  After reviewing the court order, Pierce sai d “yes, you’re

here to evaluate me.”  Dr. Denkowski asked Pierce i f he knew what

the term mental retardation means, and Pierce respo nded that “you’ve

got various degrees of it,” and that it pertains to  “not

comprehending certain things, not functioning in ce rtain

environments.”  Pierce also stated that he understo od that no

confidentiality applied to his meeting with Dr. Den kowski, that

Dr. Denkowski would testify at his hearing, and tha t the testimony

might hurt or help Pierce’s case. 

Over two days, Dr. Denkowski administered: Test of Memory

Malingering (“TOMM”); Stanford-Binet Intelligence S cales-Fifth

Edition (“SB-5"); Wide Range Achievement Test-Third  Edition (“WRAT-
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3"); Dot Counting Test; Rey 15-Item Memory Test; Be ck Anxiety

Inventory (“BAI”); Beck Depression Inventory-Second  Edition (“BDI-

2"); and Adaptive Behavior Assessment System (“ABAS ”).

Dr. Denkowski concluded that Pierce’s full-scale IQ  is 80 and his

mental ability is of 80 to 84 quality.  Dr. Denkows ki stated that

this is consistent with Dr. Kaufman’s unstated, but  implicit,

finding of an IQ in the 75 to 84 range, 6 and that Rosin understated

Pierce’s IQ due to methodological flaws.  

Dr. Denkowski noted Pierce’s IQ scores of 69 and 74  at ages 9

and 12 on the Otis-Lennon Test of Mental Ability.  He stated,

however, that the Otis-Lennon is not a test of gene ral intelligence,

but actually measures “verbal-educational” aptitude  for school

achievement.  This is why, Dr. Denkowski explained,  the name of the

test was changed to the Otis-Lennon School Ability Test in 1978.

He also cited professional literature for the propo sition that the

Otis-Lennon is known to understate the academic abi lity of children

who do not have normal backgrounds and motivation.  

Dr. Denkowski also noted Pierce’s score of 67 on an

administration of the WISC at age 15.  He observed,  however, that

Pierce was administered a short form of the test, w hich reduces the

reliability of the score.  He cited professional li terature for the

proposition that the short form WISC has a standard  error of
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measurement of 9 points, meaning that the 95% confi dence interval

for Pierce’s score is between 49 and 85.

Dr. Denkowski also addressed Pierce’s score of 81 o n an

abbreviated form of the WAIS, administered at age 1 6 by the Texas

Youth Council.  Again, because this was a short for m test, the

standard error of measurement was increased.  The 9 5% confidence

interval on this score is 74-88.  

Dr. Denkowski dismissed Pierce’s poor academic perf ormance as

the result of his chaotic and dysfunctional home li fe.  He opined

that Pierce’s scores on the Iowa Test of Basic Skil ls in combination

with his grades indicated adequate learning capacit y.  Dr. Denkowski

similarly dismissed Pierce’s poor progress in fourt h and fifth

grades as a result of minor criminal activity, trua ncy, running away

from home, alcohol use and smoking.  From these act ivities,

Dr. Denkowski concluded that “habitual offending ha d become more

important to Mr. Pierce than schoolwork.”  He attri buted Pierce’s

poor progress to lack of motivation.

Dr. Denkowski opined that screening after Pierce tu rned 18 was

uninformative.  Pierce took the Ammons Quick Test a fter his arrest

and scored a 75.  Dr. Denkowski noted that this tes t is antiquated

and very short.  He also observed that Dr. Kaufman described Pierce

as “in the borderline range of intellectual functio ning,” but did

not give a specific IQ score.  The DSM-III-R, which  was the

diagnostic authority at the time of Dr. Kaufman’s r eport, stated

that borderline intellectual functioning meant a sc ore in the 71 to
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84 range.  Dr. Denkowski dismissed Dr. Rosin’s scor e of 70 on the

WAIS-III because Dr. Rosin did not examine Pierce f or depression or

anxiety and did not conduct a formal assessment of his effort.

Dr. Rosin did not give the three learning/training trails for the

WAIS-III Matrix Reasoning task, and did not demonst rate how to

execute the Digit Symbol-Coding task.  Dr. Denkowsk i stated that he

could not determine from Dr. Rosin’s report whether  any other

portions of the test were improperly administered, but concluded

that it is likely that they were based on Dr. Rosin ’s improper

administration of these specifically identified por tions. 

On Dr. Denkowski’s administration of the SB-5, Pier ce attained

a Verbal IQ of 83, a Nonverbal IQ of 79, and a Full  Scale IQ of 80.

Dr. Denkowski opined that Pierce put in good effort , but suffered

from moderate anxiety and mild depression which lik ely suppressed

his scores somewhat.  Dr. Denkowski therefore concl uded that

Pierce’s score of 80 actually somewhat understates his true IQ,

which Dr. Denkowski concluded was in the 80 to 84 r ange.

Dr. Denkowski also opined that the results of the W RAT-3

administered by Dr. Rosin undercut Pierce’s claim o f mental

retardation.  According to those results, Pierce’s mechanical

reading and spelling skills are at the ninth grade level.

Dr. Denkowski stated that this is well above the pr oficiency

demonstrated by the average TDCJ inmate (Dr. Denkow ski places this

average at the mid-seventh grade level).  Pierce’s mathematical

skills were only at the fourth to fifth grade level .  Pierce’s
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scores on Dr. Denkowski’s administration of the WRA T-3 were

consistent with his earlier scores.  SH2. at 361-87 .

a. State Court Findings

The court credited Dr. Denkowski’s affidavit, findi ng that

Pierce’s IQ is likely in the 80 to 84 range.  SH2. at 338 ¶ 34.  The

court also accepted Dr. Denkowski’s conclusion that  the Otis-Lennon

and WISC test scores were not reliable indicators o f Pierce’s IQ.

Id.  at ¶¶ 36-39.  The court found that the WAIS admini stered in 1976

showed an IQ with a 95% confidence interval of 74-8 8.  Id.  at ¶ 41.

The court also noted a psychiatric examination in 1 976 in which the

psychiatrist concluded that Pierce had low average to average

intelligence, and that, despite repeating first and  third grades,

Pierce was not labeled mentally retarded or placed in special

education.  Id.  at ¶¶ 42-43.  

The court also observed that Pierce’s junior high s chool

assistant principal testified during the penalty ph ase of his trial

that he counseled Pierce for approximately four yea rs and always

considered him a normal child.  He attributed Pierc e’s poor school

performance to poor attendance.  Id.  at ¶ 47.

The court accepted Dr. Denkowski’s conclusions that  Pierce’s

poor academic performance were attributable to his chaotic and

dysfunctional home life, lack of parental support f or education,

poor school attendance, poor conduct, Pierce’s lack  of respect for

authority, and his adoption of a delinquent lifesty le that involved
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drug abuse.  His poor academic performance was not attributable to

significantly subaverage intellectual ability.  Id.  at ¶¶ 49-50. 

The court rejected Dr. Kaufman’s conclusion that Pi erce is

“functionally mentally retarded” because Dr. Kaufma n’s report does

not record the results of the WAIS-R she administer ed to Pierce.

The court also credited Dr. Denkowski’s statement t hat Dr. Kaufman’s

description of Pierce’s WAIS-R full scale IQ score as “borderline

intellectual functioning” translates to an IQ in th e 75 to 84 range.

SH2. at 343-44, ¶¶ 55-58.

The court found that Dr. Garnett’s conclusion that Pierce is

mentally retarded was based solely on Dr. Garnett’s  review of

documents, and not on any evaluation or testing of Pierce.  The

court further found that Dr. Garnett is not license d as a

psychologist in Texas, is not certified by the Texa s Department of

Mental Health and Mental Retardation to make a diag nosis, and that

Dr. Garnett is, instead, a licensed marriage and fa mily counselor.

The court concluded that Dr. Garnett is not qualifi ed to make a

diagnosis of mental retardation under Texas law.  T he court also

observed that other courts have found Dr. Garnett t o be a biased

witness and to have inadequate experience dealing w ith criminal

defendants, leading to unwarranted conclusions of m ental

retardation.  The court rejected Dr. Garnett’s conc lusion.  SH2. at

344-45 ¶¶ 59-67. 7
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The state habeas court rejected Dr. Rosin’s conclus ion that

Pierce has significantly subaverage intellectual fu nctioning because

Dr. Rosin failed to assess Pierce for depression or  anxiety or

conduct a formal assessment of Pierce’s effort.  Dr . Rosin also did

not administer the tests as intended by their publi shers.  Based on

Pierce’s consistent results on the WRAT-3 tests adm inistered by

Drs. Rosin and Denkowski, the court concluded that Pierce has

adequate learning capability, and that his academic  achievement and

mental ability indicated that his WAIS-III full sca le IQ score of

70 was inaccurate.  SH2. at 346-47, ¶¶ 68-73.  Base d on these

findings, the court concluded that Pierce does not have

significantly subaverage intellectual functioning.  SH2. at 347, ¶

74.

b. Analysis

As noted above, under the AEDPA this court must def er to the

state court’s findings unless they were “based on a n unreasonable

determination of the facts in light of the evidence  presented in the

State court proceeding.”  28 U.S.C. § 2254(d).  Pie rce argues that

they were.  Pierce’s argument largely reiterates th e evidence

discussed by both this Court and the state habeas c ourt.  He also

argues that Dr. Denkowski is not credible.

Citing an unpublished state habeas case, Ex Parte P lata , No.

AP-75,820 (Tex.Crim.App. Jan. 16, 2008), Pierce not es that the state
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trial court and the TCCA found that Dr. Denkowski i mproperly

inflated an IQ score based on claims of his own cli nical judgment.

Pierce argues that Dr. Denkowski did the same thing  in this case,

and that he denigrates Dr. Rosin’s conclusions “bec ause she did not

engage in the  sort of speculation that the Plata  court found

scientifically unsound in that she did not account for depression

and anxiety.”  Response To Summary Judgment Motion at 58.  

While the Plata  court criticized Dr. Denkowski for, among other

things, increasing his estimate of an earlier IQ sc ore based on

unsubstantiated assumptions about anxiety, this cas e is clearly

distinguishable.  In this case, Dr. Denkowski teste d Pierce for

anxiety and depression and found that he suffered f rom moderate

degrees of both.  Dr. Denkowski explained how these  could impair

performance on an IQ test.  Completely apart from h is discussion of

anxiety, however, Dr. Denkowski pointed to specific  methodological

flaws in Dr. Rosin’s administration of tests.  Thes e flaws,

including her failure to administer certain portion s of the tests

and her failure to demonstrate how to perform a tas k, are reasonable

bases for concluding that Dr. Rosin’s test results understate

Pierce’s true IQ.

Moreover, unlike in Plata , Dr. Denkowski did not have to rely

on claims of clinical judgment to achieve an IQ sco re for Pierce

that is above the mentally retarded range; Pierce a ttained a full

scale IQ of 80 on Dr. Denkowski’s administration of  the SB-5.

Dr. Denkowski’s conclusion that Pierce’s actual IQ is slightly
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higher than that is based on his determinations tha t Pierce suffers

from anxiety and depression.  Unlike Plata , this conclusion is not

based on completely unsubstantiated “clinical judgm ent.”  Moreover,

even if Dr. Denkowski’s slight upward adjustment wa s disregarded,

that would still leave Pierce with a score of 80 on  the SB-5.

Although the record reflects that Pierce has below average

intelligence, the state habeas court was not unreas onable in

accepting Dr. Denkowski’s criticisms of earlier IQ scores as

methodologically flawed or otherwise unreliable and  crediting

Pierce’s score of 80 on the SB-5.  Therefore, the s tate habeas court

was not unreasonable in concluding that Pierce does  not have

significantly subaverage intellectual functioning.

2. Deficits In Adaptive Functioning

The second prong of a mental retardation claim requ ires proof

of deficits in adaptive behavior related to signifi cantly sub-

average intelligence.  The state habeas court noted  that the 1992

AAMR diagnostic manual and the DSM-IV identify 10 a daptive behavior

skill areas: work, leisure, health and safety, self -care, home

living, community use, social, functional academics , and

communication.  SH2. at 247, ¶ 76.

Dr. Kaufman opined that Pierce does not think throu gh the

consequences of his actions and that he has “a gros s deficiency in

understand[ing] society’s basic value systems and c onventions”

resulting in “extremely poor social judgment in eve ryday life

situations.”  SH2. at 27, ¶¶ 35-36.  She seems to b ase this opinion
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on Pierce’s delinquent and criminal conduct.  See  SH2. at 23-25, ¶¶

23-24, 27, 29-30.   

Dr. Denkowski opined that, aside from his modest ac ademic

skills, Pierce did not manifest deficits in adaptiv e behavior.  SH2.

at 364.  He cited professional literature stating t hat maladaptive

behavior does not meet the criterion of significant  limitations in

adaptive functioning, rejecting Drs. Kaufman’s and Garnett’s

contentions that Pierce’s criminality helps to sati sfy this prong.

He also rejected their conclusions that Pierce’s ac ademic

performance demonstrates deficits in adaptive behav ior because “even

pronounced academic limitations do not discriminate  many normal from

mentally retarded criminal offenders.  For instance , the average

educational achievement of Texas prison inmates is only mid-7th

grade.”  SH2. at 373.

Dr. Garnett acknowledged that Pierce has responded well in

structured settings.  He noted that it is common fo r mentally

retarded people “in special programs or confinement  to receive

praise and high marks for their behavior while ther e, only to behave

again in unacceptable and/or illegal ways immediate ly after that

praise or upon release.”  SH2. at 285.  

Dr. Rosin concluded that Pierce has significant def icits in

conceptual, social, and practical skills.  She cite d a long history

of problems in getting along with others and exerci sing sound

judgment.  She also cited evidence that Pierce had trouble following

rules, had fallen prey to social and peer pressure,  and had shown
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difficulty learning from his experiences.  She stat ed that these

impressions are substantiated by Pierce’s juvenile probation

records.  Dr. Rosin completed the Vineland Adaptive  Behavior Scales

with information from Pierce’s records, reports fro m the Assistant

Warden on death row, and information provided by Pi erce.  The only

specific area in which Dr. Rosin noted a significan t deficit based

on the Vineland was Communication.  She noted that Pierce scored in

the “adequate” range on Daily Living and Socializat ion, but

dismissed these results as “yet another example of how a mildly

mentally retarded individual can eventually adapt t o the rules of

a highly structured environment.”  SH2. at 311-12.

Dr. Denkowski noted that a staff evaluation from th e Texas

Youth Council described Pierce as able to “dress co rrectly without

supervision,” “take care of personal articles,” “ca re about personal

appearance,” “participate in most activities,” bein g “active in

sports,” and “a leader,” and “having good manners.”   Id.  at 373-74.

During Dr. Denkowski’s examination, Pierce reported  performing

regular chores around his mother’s house as a child , working at

various jobs, buying his own clothes since age 12, interacting with

girls, playing football, baseball, and basketball, running drugs for

dealers, and socializing with friends.  Id.  at 374.  Dr. Garnett

stated that the ability to perform menial jobs is n ot uncommon in

mentally retarded individuals.  Id.  at 285.

Dr. Denkowski also criticized Dr. Rosin’s use of th e Vineland

as improper, noting that “unless the adaptive behav ior rating is
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made directly by the examinee, it must  be provided by someone who

has observed the examinee’s behavior sufficiently i n settings that

permit display of the skills being assessed.”  Id.  at 379.  He also

criticized Dr. Rosin for rating Pierce on his behav ior during his

incarceration.  Prison, Dr. Denkowski explained, “p reclude[s]

display of many and perhaps most behaviors gauged b y contemporary

adaptive behavior instruments.”  Id.  at 380.  

Dr. Denkowski evaluated Pierce using the ABAS.  He stated that

“[t]he ABAS is the only instrument that specificall y addresses the

ten AAMR skill areas, and it is the sole measure th at has been

recommended for use with prison inmates.”  Id.  In the ABAS, the

examinee scores himself on a scale of 0 to 3 for ea ch of 239 basic

skills.  A score of 3 is assigned if the skill is a lways or almost

always performed when it should be, a score of 2 is  assigned if the

skill is only sometimes performed, a 1 is given if it is rarely or

never performed, and a 0 is given if it cannot be p erformed.  Based

on these scores, a total raw score is given for eac h skill area,

which is converted to a scaled score using tables i n the test

administration manual, and the sum of the 10 scaled  scores is used

to compute a composite score.  A valid composite sc ore of 70 or less

can signify deficits.  Impaired scores in two of th e 10 skill areas

can also convey deficits.  Each area receives a sca led score of 1

to 13.  Normal functioning is shown by a score of 8  to 12, and

significant limitations by a score of 4 or less.  I d.  at 381.
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Pierce received a total composite score of 70.  Thi s included

a very low score of 2 in functional academics, lead ing Dr. Denkowski

to opine that the score in functional academics ske wed the composite

score.  Because Pierce was significantly impaired o nly in the area

of functional academics, Dr. Denkowski concluded th at he did not

have significant deficits in adaptive behavior.  Id .  at 381.

The state habeas court credited Dr. Denkowski’s con clusions and

found that Pierce does not suffer from significant deficits in

adaptive behavior.  The court specifically noted th at Pierce has

held numerous jobs, some of which were semi-skilled , and did not

recall being laid off or fired, and demonstrated ge neral ability to

function in daily life.  Id.  at 349-55.

Pierce cites language in Plata  criticizing Dr. Denkowski’s use

of the ABAS as improper.  Even if Dr. Denkowski’s u se of the ABAS

was not considered, however, the evidence supports a finding that

Pierce does not have significant deficits in adapti ve behavior.

Most of the conduct Pierce points to is criminal or  delinquent

behavior which, as Dr. Denkowski points out with su pport from

relevant professional literature, is not a basis fo r finding a

significant deficit in this area.  This, along with  his criticism

of Dr. Rosin’s methodology, adequately supports the  state court’s

conclusion.  Accordingly, the state habeas court’s conclusion was

reasonable.
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3. Onset Before Age 18

The state habeas court found that, because Pierce f ailed to

show that he has significantly subaverage intellige nce or deficits

in adaptive behavior, he failed to show onset befor e age 18.  SH2.

at 355, ¶ 98.  This conclusion is reasonable.  Acco rdingly, Pierce

has not shown that he is mentally retarded.

D. Ineffective Assistance Of Counsel

In his fourth claim for relief, Pierce contends tha t his trial

counsel rendered ineffective assistance by failing to investigate

and present mitigating evidence of mental retardati on, childhood

abuse, and impoverished upbringing.  To prevail on a claim for

ineffective assistance of counsel, Petitioner

must show that . . . counsel made errors so
serious that counsel was not functioning as the
“counsel” guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment.
Second, the [petitioner] must show that the
deficient performance prejudiced the defense.
This requires showing that counsel’s errors
were so serious as to deprive the defendant of
a fair trial, a trial whose result is reliable.

Strickland v. Washington , 466 U.S. 668, 687 (1984).  In order to

prevail on the first prong of the Strickland  test, Petitioner must

demonstrate that counsel’s representation fell belo w an objective

standard of reasonableness.  Id . at 687-88.  Reasonableness is

measured against prevailing professional norms, and  must be viewed

under the totality of the circumstances.  Id . at 688.  Review of

counsel’s performance is deferential.  Id . at 689.
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Assuming that counsel rendered deficient performanc e, Pierce

cannot show prejudice.  The evidence Pierce claims went undeveloped

and unpresented – evidence of his low intelligence, 8 his poor health

as a child, the physical abuse he suffered at the h ands of his

father, the extreme poverty in which he grew up, an d other evidence

of a similar nature – is all general mitigation evi dence, i.e. ,

evidence that might have elicited sympathy or reduc ed his general

moral culpability, but not evidence directly releva nt to the special

issues presented to the jury.  As discussed above i n connection with

Pierce’s Penry  claim, the special issues provided the jury with n o

mechanism to consider or give effect to such genera l mitigation

evidence.  

In assessing prejudice on a claim of ineffective as sistance of

counsel relating to a capital sentencing proceeding , “the question

is whether there is a reasonable probability that, absent the

errors, the sentencer . . . would have concluded th at the balance

of aggravating and mitigating circumstances did not  warrant death.”

Strickland , 466 U.S. at 695.  “A reasonable probability is a

probability sufficient to undermine confidence in t he outcome.”  Id.

at 694.  

In this case, because the special issues provided n o mechanism

for the jury to give effect to such mitigating evid ence, it cannot
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be said that there is a reasonable probability that  such evidence

would have changed the outcome.  Therefore, Pierce cannot

demonstrate Strickland  prejudice.  

This seeming Catch-22 does not leave Pierce without  a remedy,

however.  As discussed above, the sentencing scheme  itself was

unconstitutional under Penry .  Therefore, Pierce is entitled to a

writ of habeas corpus as to his death sentence – th e same relief he

seeks in this Strickland  claim – on Penry  grounds.  

E. Exclusion Of Evidence Relating To Identification

Pierce attempted to present a misidentification def ense.  He

sought to present evidence that he was misidentifie d in another

case, and evidence that the witness identifications  in this case

were unreliable.  The trial judge excluded most of this evidence.

Pierce now contends that this ruling denied his rig hts to due

process of law and compulsory process.

1. Procedural Default

Quarterman argues that Pierce only presented this c laim to the

state courts as a state-law issue.  Therefore, Quar terman contends,

this federal claim is unexhausted and procedurally defaulted.

Quarterman is mistaken.

While Pierce's brief on direct appeal only presente d this

evidentiary claim under state law, his first state habeas

application clearly cited federal constitutional la w in support of

the claim.  See  Application For Writ Of Habeas Corpus at 100-101
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(citing United States v. Valenzuela-Bernal , 458 U.S. 858, 867 (1982)

and Taylor v. Illinois , 484 U.S. 400, 408 (1988), in support of this

claim). 9  Accordingly, with one exception discussed below, Pierce

did present this federal constitutional claim to th e state courts,

and the claim is properly exhausted. 

The state habeas court did not address the federal claim,

instead declining to address the claim on the groun ds that the TCCA

rejected it on direct appeal.  As noted above, howe ver, the decision

on direct appeal addressed this claim only under st ate evidence law,

not under federal constitutional law.  There is the refore no state

court adjudication to which this court must defer.

2. Due Process/Compulsory Process

In United States v. Valenzuela-Bernal , 458 U.S. 858 (1982), the

Supreme Court held that the Sixth Amendment protect s a defendant’s

right to call witnesses who possess evidence that i s relevant,

material, and vital to the defense.  Materiality me ans that the

evidence “might have affected the outcome of the tr ial.”  Id.  at 868

(citing United States v. Agurs , 427 U.S. 97, 104 (1976)).   

a. Ken Austin

Pierce called Ken Austin, an architect, to testify on how the

dimensions of the human body can affect perception.   Austin sought

to present an illustration of the lineup based on d escriptions of
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the people in the lineup.  Austin also sought to te stify that the

lineups were unduly suggestive and led to misidenti fications.

Once Austin began testifying, the trial court order ed the jury

out and demanded a proffer.  Austin explained that he utilized

standard tables demonstrating comparative body size s and shapes

based on height and weight to accurately draw figur es to scale.  VI

Tr. at 565-74.  He also explained that counsel aske d him to

illustrate that differences in size and perception influence

identification.  Counsel tendered three exhibits pr epared by Austin

to visually demonstrate this principle.  Id.  at 587.  The first

purported to illustrate how perceptions of size are  affected by what

surrounds the item being viewed.  Id.  at 588, Def. Exh. 17.  The

next exhibit purported to demonstrate that a witnes s’s perceptions

of an individual are affected by that individual’s surroundings.

Id.  at 588-89, Def. Exh. 18.  Austin testified that a witness’s

perception of a person’s size changes as the surrou nding environment

changes.  Id.  at 589-90.  Finally, Austin attempted to recreate the

lineup in which the witnesses identified Pierce as the shooter.  Id.

at 591, Def. Exh. 19.  Austin testified that he dre w the lineup to

scale based on the Houston Police Department lineup  sheet.  Austin

explained that Pierce was the smallest person in th e lineup, and

that the differences between Pierce and the others in the lineup

were greater in real life than in Austin’s reduced- size drawing to

scale.  Id.  at 592-96.  The trial court invited an objection, and
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the State complied.  Id.  at 599.  The court then excluded the

evidence as irrelevant.  Id.  at 611.  

On direct appeal, the TCCA ruled that Austin’s illu stration of

the lineup was inadmissible because Austin could no t prove that it

was an accurate representation of the lineup.  The court based this

conclusion on Austin’s admission that he based his drawing on

hearsay police reports and did not know if his draw ing was an

accurate depiction of the lineup.  As to Austin’s p roposed testimony

and exhibits purporting to show that an object appe ars smaller when

placed next to a larger object, the TCCA found that  Austin offered

no specialized knowledge that was not already posse ssed by the

jurors.  Pierce v. State , 777 S.W.2d 399, 413-14 (Tex.Crim.App.

1989).  

“The accused does not have an unfettered right to o ffer

testimony that is incompetent, privileged, or other wise inadmissible

under standard rules of evidence.”  Taylor v. Illin ois , 484 U.S.

400, 410 (1988).  Because Austin’s depiction of the  lineup was not

competent evidence, and the TCCA reasonably found t hat his proposed

expert testimony offered the jury no helpful specia lized knowledge,

the trial court’s ruling excluding this evidence di d not violate

Pierce’s rights to due process or compulsory proces s.
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b. Past Misidentification

Pierce also sought to present an indictment from an other case

in which he was misidentified.  VI Tr. at 467.  The  prosecution

objected and the trial court excluded the indictmen t as irrelevant.

Id.  at 468-71.  However, the trial court allowed the v ictim of the

prior robbery, Raymond Steinruck, to testify.  The TCCA observed

that Pierce wanted to introduce the indictment to s how that the

State gave Steinruck’s mistaken identification enou gh credence to

bring charges.  The TCCA rejected Pierce’s claim of  error, noting

that the State established that Steinruck had no kn owledge of the

Johnson murder, and that he had less opportunity to  observe the man

who robbed him than did the witnesses in this case.    Pierce , 777

S.W.2d at 416.  

It is not clear how the indictment is relevant.  At  best, it

shows that witnesses sometimes make mistakes, and d id so in the

Steinruck robbery.  The fact that defendants are so metimes the

victims of mistaken identity is not controversial.  The fact that

Pierce was misidentified once before does not make it any more

likely that he was misidentified in this case.  As the State

established, the circumstances of this case, includ ing the amount

of time the witnesses had to observe Pierce, the fa ct that three of

the witnesses had some prior knowledge of Pierce, a nd the

identification of Pierce’s shirt, made the possibil ity of

misidentification in this case far less likely.  Th e Texas courts

were not unreasonable in finding this evidence irre levant.
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c. Videotape

Pierce also sought to prove misidentification by in troducing

a videotape to demonstrate the distance and travel time between the

location of the Steinruck robbery and the Church’s Fried Chicken

restaurant where Fred Johnson was shot.  Pierce wis hed to establish

that the two locations were close together which, h e argues, is

relevant to proving that the person who committed t he other robbery

also shot Johnson.  VI Tr. at 486-500.  The trial c ourt excluded

this evidence as irrelevant, but admitted portions of the tape

depicting the crime scene.  Id.  at 500.

Defense counsel stated that the two locations were about four

miles apart.  Id.  at 488.  The TCCA observed that the two crimes

took place about a month apart.  Pierce , 777 S.W.2d at 417.  Because

of the time lapse and the lack of any evidence that  the perpetrator

went directly from one crime scene to the other, th e TCCA found

evidence concerning the time needed to travel from one site to the

other irrelevant.  Id.   

For the reasons stated by the TCCA, the videotape w as

irrelevant.  The amount of time needed to travel be tween the two

sites has no bearing on whether Pierce or someone w ho committed an

unrelated robbery one month earlier and four miles away committed

the Johnson murder.  Irrelevant evidence is necessa rily immaterial.

Therefore, its exclusion did not impact Pierce’s co nstitutional

rights.

d. Dr. Ira H. Bernstein
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Finally, Pierce sought to introduce testimony by Dr . Ira H.

Bernstein, a professor of psychology at the Univers ity of Texas-

Arlington, that eyewitness testimony is subject to error.  Pierce

concedes that he never argued to the state courts t hat the exclusion

of Dr. Bernstein’s testimony violated his constitut ional rights.

Therefore, this portion of the claim is unexhausted .

The AEDPA requires that a prisoner exhaust his avai lable State

remedies before raising a claim in a federal habeas  petition.  

An application for a writ of habeas corpus on
behalf of a person in custody pursuant to the
judgment of a State court shall not be granted
unless it appears that (A) the applicant has
exhausted the remedies available in the courts
of the State; or (B)(i) there is an absence of
available State corrective process; or (ii)
circumstances exist that render such process
ineffective to protect the rights of the
applicant.

28 U.S.C. § 2254(b)(1).  As the Fifth Circuit expla ined in a pre -

AEDPA case, “federal courts must respect the autono my of state

courts by requiring that petitioners advance in sta te court all

grounds for relief, as well as factual allegations supporting those

grounds.  “[A]bsent special circumstances, a federa l habeas

petitioner must exhaust his state remedies by press ing his claims

in state court before he may seek federal habeas re lief.”  Orman v.

Cain ,  228 F.3d 616,  619-20 (5th Cir. 2000); see  28 U.S.C. §

2254(b)(1) (“An application for a writ of habeas co rpus on behalf

of a person in custody pursuant to the judgment of a State court

shall not be granted unless it appears that . . . t he applicant has
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exhausted the remedies available in the courts of t he

State . . . .”).   Because Petitioner did not prese nt this claim to

the Texas state courts, he has failed to properly e xhaust the claim,

and this Court may not consider it.  Knox v. Butler , 884 F.2d 842,

852 n.7 (5 th  Cir. 1989).

Pierce now argues that the evidence concerning Dr. Bernstein

does not raise a new claim, but merely supplements the claim he

presented to the state courts.  This court may cons ider evidence

presented for the first time in federal habeas proc eedings if that

new evidence merely supplements, as opposed to fund amentally

altering, claims presented to the state court.  Mor ris v. Dretke ,

413 F.3d 484, 491 (5 th  Cir. 2005).  If the petitioner presents

material evidentiary support for the first time in federal court,

then he has not exhausted his state remedies.  Morr is , 379 F.3d at

204-05.  

It is clear that each of these evidentiary rulings raises a

distinct claim of a constitutional violation.  The claim that the

trial court excluded Dr. Bernstein’s testimony does  not merely

supplement the other claims; it is a separate claim  unto itself.

Therefore, Pierce failed to exhaust this claim in s tate court.

Ordinarily, a federal habeas petition that contains  unexhausted

claims is dismissed without prejudice, allowing the  petitioner to

return to the state forum to present his unexhauste d claims.  Rose

v. Lundy , 455 U.S. 509 (1982).  Such a result in this case,  however,

would be futile because Petitioner’s unexhausted cl aim would be
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procedurally barred as an abuse of the writ under T exas law.  A

procedural bar for federal habeas review occurs if the court to

which a petitioner must present his claims to satis fy the exhaustion

requirement would now find the unexhausted claims p rocedurally

barred.  Coleman v. Thompson , 501 U.S. 722, 735 n.1 (1991).  

Texas prohibits successive writs challenging the sa me

conviction except in narrow circumstances.  T EX.C ODECRIM.P ROC.A NN.

art. 11.071 § 5(a) (Vernon Supp. 2002).  The Texas Court of Criminal

Appeals will not consider the merits or grant relie f on a subsequent

habeas application unless the application contains sufficient

specific facts establishing the following:

(1) the current claims have not been and could
not have been presented previously in an
original application or in a previously
considered application because the factual or
legal basis for the claim was unavailable on
the date the applicant filed the previous
application; or

(2) by a preponderance of the evidence, but for
a violation of the United States Constitution
no rational juror could have found the
applicant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.

Id .  The TCCA applies its abuse of the writ doctrine r egularly and

strictly.  Fearance v. Scott , 56 F.3d 633, 642 (5 th  Cir. 1995) (per

curiam).

Petitioner does not claim that he could not have pr esented the

claim in his direct appeal or his state habeas peti tion because the

factual basis for the claim did not exist, or that he is actually

innocent.  Therefore, Petitioner’s unexhausted clai m does not fit
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within the exceptions to the successive writ statut e and would be

procedurally defaulted in the Texas courts.  Colema n, 501 U.S. at

735 n.1.  That bar precludes this Court from review ing Petitioner’s

claim absent a showing of cause for the default and  actual prejudice

attributable to the default, or that this Court’s r efusal to review

the claim will result in a fundamental miscarriage of justice.  Id .

at 750.  Pierce makes no showing of cause for his d efault.  

A “miscarriage of justice” means actual innocence.  Sawyer v.

Whitley , 505 U.S. 333, 335  (1992).

To show actual innocence, 

[T]he prisoner must show a fair probability
that, in light of all the evidence, including
that alleged to have been illegally admitted
(but with due regard to any unreliability of
it) and evidence tenably claimed to have been
wrongly excluded or to have become available
only after trial, the trier of the facts would
have entertained a reasonable doubt of his
guilt.

Kuhlmann v. Wilson , 477 U.S. 436, 455 n.17 (1986).  More succinctly,

the petitioner must show that “it is more likely th an not that no

reasonable juror would have found petitioner guilty  beyond a

reasonable doubt” in light of the evidence now pres ented.  Schlup

v. Delo , 513 U.S. 298, 327 (1995).  

Dr. Bernstein’s testimony might have cast some doub t on the

reliability of the witness identification.  In ligh t of the fact

that four eyewitnesses identified Pierce, three of whom had seen

Pierce before the murder, along with the evidence t hat Pierce was
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seen earlier in the day wearing the same shirt worn  by the shooter,

Dr. Bernstein’s proposed testimony was not so stron g as to raise a

“fair probability” that the jury would have found P ierce not guilty.

Therefore, this court cannot consider this portion of Pierce’s

claim.   Moreover, even if the court were to consider the cl aim, the

court would not conclude that the TCCA was unreason able in holding

that Dr. Bernstein's testimony was properly excluda ble.  Pierce ,

777 S.W.2d at 414-16.

F. Failure To Suppress Identification Evidence

In his sixth claim for relief, Pierce contends that  the lineup

in which he was identified was unduly suggestive.  Pierce brought

a pretrial motion to suppress the identifications, but the trial

court never ruled on the motion.  Four witnesses, G eorge and

Reginald Sanders, Ronald Cooks, and Brenda Charles,  identified

Pierce as the shooter.  Prior to the lineup, the po lice told the

witnesses that they had the suspect in custody.  VI  Tr. at 251.  

Pierce contends that he was the only person in the lineup who

closely resembled the suspect described by witnesse s.  He was the

youngest person in the array.  At 5'5" tall, he was  about two inches

taller than the suspect described by one of the wit nesses.  The

other four people in the array ranged in height fro m 5'6" to 5'10"

Pierce was 18 years old at the time of the lineup.  The others in

the array were 22, 32, 34 and 34 years old, respect ively.  VI Tr.

at 267-68.  The 22 year old was four inches taller and 20 pounds
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heavier than Pierce.  Pierce was clean-shaven.  The  only other

clean-shaven person in the array was 40 pounds heav ier and 16 years

older than Pierce.

Brenda Charles, an employee of the restaurant, saw the shooter

and his clothing.  She identified Pierce in the lin eup and

identified his shirt as the one worn by the shooter .  She also

testified that Pierce was in the restaurant on at l east one occasion

prior to the shooting.  She again identified Pierce  at trial.  SH1.

at 466-67.

Ronald Cooks also worked at the restaurant.  He was  unable to

identify Pierce’s shirt, but identified Pierce in t he lineup and at

trial.  Id.  

Reginald Sanders testified that he saw the shooting  through a

window.  He saw Pierce run out of the restaurant af ter the shooting.

He also testified that he knew Pierce because they lived in the same

apartment complex.  Sanders saw Pierce earlier in t he day, and

Pierce wore the same shirt as the shooter.  Sanders  originally told

the police that James Pierce, Pierce’s brother, was  the shooter.

He explained that he knew Pierce by sight, but not by name.  The

police determined that Pierce, and not his brother,  was the shooter

because James was in California at the time.  Sande rs identified

Pierce in the lineup and at trial.  Id.  at 467-68.  George Sanders,

Reginald’s brother, gave substantially the same tes timony as his

brother.  Id.  at 468. The state habeas court found that the line up

was not improperly suggestive.  Id.  at 469.
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In determining whether a conviction must be
reversed because the State employed improper
pretrial identification procedures, the
appropriate inquiry is whether the pretrial
identification was so unnecessarily suggestive
and conducive to irreparable mistaken
identification that the defendant was denied
due process of law.  We employ a two-part test
in implementing this standard: first, whether
the identification procedure was impermissibly
suggestive; and second, if so, whether there
was a substantial likelihood of
misidentification.

Lavernia v. Lynaugh , 845 F.2d 493, 499 (5 th  Cir. 1988). 

The Supreme Court has noted several factors relevan t to

determining the reliability of an identification: ( 1) the

opportunity of the witness to view the criminal at the time of the

crime; (2) the witness’s degree of attention; (3) t he accuracy of

the witness’s prior description; (4) the level of c ertainty

demonstrated by the witness at the confrontation; a nd (5) the length

of time between the crime and the confrontation.  N eil v. Biggers ,

409 U.S. 188, 199-200 (1972).  

In this case two of the witnesses were working in t he

restaurant during the robbery and murder.  One of t he witnesses

testified that she had seen Pierce in the restauran t prior to the

murder.  These two witnesses had ample opportunity to observe Pierce

during the robbery.  

Two of the other witnesses knew Pierce by sight, th ough not by

name, because they lived in the same apartment comp lex.  Several of

the witnesses identified Pierce’s shirt, and at lea st one of the

witnesses saw Pierce wearing the shirt earlier in t he day.  All
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expressed certainty about the identification.  Unde r these

circumstances, the identifications had sufficient i ndicia of

reliability to satisfy the Biggers  standard.  

Pierce also contends that the witnesses’ in court

identifications were tainted by the lineup.  

[C]onviction based on eyewitness identification
at trial following a pretrial identification 
. . . will be set aside . . . only if the 
. . . identification procedure was so
impermissibly suggestive as to give rise to a
very substantial likelihood of irreparable
misidentification.

Simmons v. United States , 390 U.S. 377, 384 (1968). Because the

lineup identifications had sufficient indicia of re liability, there

was not a substantial likelihood of irreparable mis identification

at trial. 

G. Ineffective Assistance Of Counsel In Failing To Exclude
Identification Evidence

In his seventh claim for relief Pierce contends tha t his trial

counsel rendered ineffective assistance by not pres sing his motion

to suppress the lineup identifications.  As discuss ed above, the

lineup did not violate Pierce’s rights.  Counsel’s failure to raise

a meritless claim did not constitute deficient perf ormance. See,

e.g. , Sones v. Hargett , 61 F.3d 410, 415 n.5 (5 th  Cir. 1995); Koch v.

Puckett , 907 F.2d 524, 527 (5 th  Cir. 1990) (“This Court has made

clear that counsel is not required to make futile m otions or

objections.”).
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H. Failure To Suppress Evidence Obtained As A Result Of Arrest

In his eighth claim for relief Pierce contends that  his arrest

was not based on probable cause and was therefore i llegal.  He

contends that the trial court should have suppresse d all evidence

flowing from the arrest.

The state habeas court found that this claim was pr ocedurally

defaulted because Pierce did not object at trial. 10  The court also

entered extensive findings of fact and concluded th at the arrest was

not illegal.  SH1. at 464-66, 499.

[W]here the State has provided an opportunity
for full and fair litigation of a Fourth
Amendment claim, a state prisoner may not be
granted federal habeas corpus relief on the
ground that evidence obtained in an
unconstitutional search or seizure was
introduced at his trial.

Stone v. Powell , 428 U.S. 465, 494-95 (1976) (footnotes omitted). 

Pierce argues that the state habeas process was so flawed that he

did not have a full and fair opportunity to litigat e this issue.

Even if his contention is credited, Pierce’s argume nt ignores the

fact that he could have moved at trial to suppress the evidence.  

An “opportunity for full and fair litigation”
means just that: an opportunity.  If a state
provides the processes whereby a defendant can
obtain full and fair litigation of a fourth
amendment claim, Stone v. Powell  bars federal
habeas corpus consideration of that claim
whether or not the defendant employs those
processes.
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Caver v. Alabama , 577 F.2d 1188, 1192 (5 th  Cir. 1978).  Because

Pierce had at least one opportunity to litigate thi s claim in state

court, the claim is not cognizable on federal habea s corpus review.

I. Ineffective Assistance Of Counsel

In his ninth claim for relief Pierce argues that hi s trial

counsel rendered ineffective assistance by failing to seek

suppression of evidence obtained as a result of Pie rce’s arrest.

Pierce notes that his counsel requested an instruct ed verdict based

on his claim that his arrest was illegal.  He also requested a jury

instruction that the jury should determine whether probable cause

for the arrest existed and, if not, whether the evi dence should be

considered.  The trial court denied both requests.  VI Tr. at 747-

51.  Pierce now states that “[i]f these actions wer e not sufficient

to preserve the illegal arrest issue for habeas cor pus, and the

issue is procedurally defaulted, then counsel rende red ineffective

assistance . . . .”  Am. Pet. at 106.

As noted above, the state habeas court found that P ierce

defaulted his illegal arrest claim.  The court none theless also

addressed the merits of the claim and denied relief .  SH1. at 464-

66, 499.  Therefore, any failure to preserve the is sue did not

prejudice Pierce because the state habeas court rev iewed the claim

on the merits.  Because he suffered no prejudice, P ierce cannot show

that he received constitutionally ineffective assis tance of counsel

under Strickland .  
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To the extent that Pierce claims ineffective assist ance on the

ground that counsel should have won a suppression m otion at trial,

he again fails to demonstrate prejudice. The state habeas court

found that the Sanders brothers, both of whom knew Pierce by sight,

both told the police that the shooter was one of th e Pierce brothers

and described the clothing worn by the shooter.  SH 1. at 467-68.

Based on this information, there is little chance t hat Pierce would

have prevailed on a suppression motion.  “When judg ed in accordance

with the factual and practical considerations of ev eryday life on

which reasonable and prudent men, not legal technic ians, act, the

arrest . . . [was] reasonable under the Fourth Amen dment.”  Hill v.

California , 401 U.S. 797, 804-05 (1971) (citation and interna l

quotation marks omitted).  Therefore, any suppressi on motion would

have been futile.  Counsel was not ineffective for failing to bring

a futile motion.  Koch , 907 F.2d at 527.

J. Brady Claims

In his Tenth claim for relief Pierce contends that the

prosecution failed to disclose several pieces of in formation helpful

to the defense.  In particular, Pierce alleges that : (1) the Sanders

brothers were paid $1,000 for their identification of Pierce and

testimony against him; (2) Orlester Jackson had cha rges against him

dropped in exchange for his testimony against Pierc e; (3) the police

failed to turn over booking records showing, based on trace metal

tests, that Pierce had not handled a gun on the nig ht of the murder;
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and (4) the State failed to produce Pierce’s juveni le records

containing useful mitigation evidence.

Pierce requested discovery on his Brady  claims during the state

habeas proceeding, but the state habeas court never  ruled on his

motion.  The court then entered findings of fact an d concluded that

no Brady  material was withheld.

Pierce filed a discovery motion in connection with this federal

habeas petition.  This court granted limited discov ery.  Based on

this discovery, Pierce filed a supplemental petitio n concerning his

Brady  claims.  Evidence obtained through discovery is at tached to

the supplemental petition.  In addition, Pierce fil ed a motion to

expand the record to include an affidavit by one of  his trial

attorneys.  That motion was granted in part, and th e record was

expanded to include those portions of the affidavit  pertaining to

the Brady  claims.

1. The Brady Standard

“[T]he suppression by the prosecution of evidence f avorable to

an accused upon request violates due process where the evidence is

material either to guilt or to punishment, irrespec tive of the good

faith or bad faith of the prosecution.” Banks v. Dr etke , 540 U.S.

668, 691 (2004) (citing Brady v. Maryland , 373 U.S. 83, 87 (1963)).

In Strickler v. Greene , the Supreme Court framed the three

components or essential elements of a Brady  prosecutorial misconduct

claim: “The evidence at issue must be favorable to the accused,

either because it is exculpatory, or because it is impeaching; that
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evidence must have been suppressed by the State, ei ther willfully or

inadvertently; and prejudice must have ensued.”  Ba nks , 540 U.S. at

691 (quoting Strickler , 527 U.S. 263, 281-82 (1999)).

2. Payment To The Sanders Brothers

In response to Pierce’s discovery request, the Stat e produced

an affidavit by Lynn P. Hardaway, an Assistant Dist rict Attorney in

Harris County.  Supp. Pet. at Ex. A.  Ms. Hardaway states that she

searched her office’s files on Pierce’s case for ma terial responsive

to the discovery request.  She produced a February 2, 1978, letter

from Detectives J.T. Bonds and W.C. Wendel to Larry  Gustafson,

Security and Safety Manager for Church’s Fried Chic ken (Supp. Pet.

at Ex. B), an April 6, 1978, letter from Assistant District Attorney

Bob Burdette to Chief Harry Caldwell of the Houston  Police

Department (Ex. C), a one page handwritten note wit h the notation

“11/28" at the top (Ex. D), and a one page handwrit ten note with the

notation “Larry Gustafson” at the top (Ex. E).

The letter to Larry Gustafson identifies three “you ng men who

played a key role in the arrest and conviction of .  . . Anthony

Pierce.”  Two of the young men are the Sanders brot hers.  The other

is Derwin Bankett, who pointed out to Reginald Sand ers that James

Pierce was in California and could not have committ ed the murder.

The letter to Chief Caldwell also commends the Sand ers brothers and

Bankett for their roles in Pierce’s arrest, convict ion, and

sentence.
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The handwritten note apparently dated “11/28" conta ins the

following notation: “Is there reward for this killi ng?  Reward goes

to two brothers as soon as it goes to trial.”

The other handwritten note contains the following n otation:

“Reward $1,000 split between Reg. & Geo Sanders Der win Bankett each

got $333.00.”    

Applying the test laid out in Strickler , this evidence was

useful impeachment evidence, and it was suppressed,  either willfully

or inadvertently, by the State. 11  The issue is whether the evidence

was material, i.e. , whether the nondisclosure prejudiced Pierce.

Evidence is material “if there is a reasonable prob ability that, had

the evidence been disclosed to the defense, the res ult of the

proceeding would have been different.”  United Stat es v. Bagley , 473

U.S. 667, 682 (1985).  The question is whether, giv en the non-

disclosures of material evidence, the verdict is le ss worthy of

confidence.  

Pierce correctly points out that little physical ev idence

linked him to the murder.  Thus, the testimony by t he eyewitnesses

was crucial to the State’s case.  This fact argues in favor of

materiality.  Other factors, however, weigh against  finding the

evidence material.  
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First, the Sanders brothers identified Pierce as th e shooter

very shortly after the murder.  Pierce claims that the Sanders

brothers originally identified someone else but wer e persuaded to

change their identification by Derwin Bankett.  Tha t argument

misstates the facts.  Reginald Sanders testified th at he knew most

of the Pierce brothers, though he did not know Anth ony Pierce by

name.  He originally said that James was the robber .  After Bankett

told Sanders that James Pierce was in California, S anders realized

that Anthony was the shooter.  Sanders also saw Pie rce’s unique

shirt, and had seen Pierce wearing the same shirt e arlier in the

day.  VI Tr. at 154.

Second, two other eyewitnesses also identified Pier ce as the

shooter.  One of those witnesses, Brenda Charles, h ad seen Pierce in

the restaurant on at least one occasion prior to th e shooting.

The State’s failure to disclose the evidence that t he Sanders

brothers received a reward is troubling.  But consi dering that the

Sanders brothers gave substantially consistent info rmation to the

police very shortly after the murder and that two o ther eyewitnesses

also identified Pierce as the shooter, this court c oncludes that

there is not a reasonable probability that disclosu re of this

evidence would have changed the outcome of the tria l.  

3. Juvenile Records

Pierce contends that information about his backgrou nd contained

in his juvenile records would have had mitigating v alue.  He

produces no specific evidence that the records actu ally contained
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such information.  Moreover, information about his troubled

upbringing and health problems in youth was known t o Pierce.  The

state bears no responsibility to direct the defense  toward

potentially exculpatory evidence that either is in the possession of

the defense or can be discovered through the exerci se of reasonable

diligence.  Rector v. Johnson , 120 F.3d 551, 558-59 (5th Cir. 1997),

cert. denied , 522 U.S. 1120 (1998).  

4. Orlester Jackson

Pierce also claims that the State dropped charges a gainst

Orlester Jackson in exchange for testimony.  He pro duces no evidence

to support this claim.  A claim that is largely spe culative with

respect to the effect of the allegedly exculpatory evidence on the

jury’s ultimate determination of guilt or innocence  cannot support

a Brady  violation.  See Medellin v. Dretke , 371 F.3d 270, 281 (5th

Cir. 2004).

5. Arrest Reports

Pierce contends that the police suppressed arrest r eports

showing that trace metal tests performed on his han ds shortly after

his arrest were negative, suggesting that he did no t handle a gun

that night.  Again, Pierce offers no evidence that such reports

exist.  Therefore, this claim is speculative.  More over, a Houston

Police Officer testified at trial that tests on onl y one of Pierce’s

hands were negative; the left hand returned a posit ive result.  The

officer also testified that Pierce was fingerprinte d before the

trace metal test was performed, and that fingerprin ting can cause a
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false negative result.  VI Tr. at 297-305.  This mi tigates the

exculpatory value of the reports, and renders the r eports

duplicative of the testimony.  In light of the posi tive result on

Pierce’s left hand, the eyewitness identifications,  and the

explanation of why the test could be negative even if Pierce handled

a gun, there is not a reasonable probability that t hese reports,

even if they exist, would have changed the outcome of the trial.

K. Consideration Of Extraneous Information

In his eleventh claim for relief Pierce states that  Reginald

Sanders testified that he saw Pierce commit the mur der by viewing a

reflection in the restaurant window.  Pierce claims  that one of the

jurors performed an out-of-court experiment to anal yze Sanders’s

testimony.  Pierce also claims that the jurors disc ussed the fact

that Pierce did not testify and that one juror base d his decision to

convict partially on the fact that Pierce did not t estify.  Pierce

further contends that the jury considered that fact  that Pierce was

previously tried twice and consulted a dictionary t o define the term

“deliberate” in the first special issue.  The state  habeas court

rejected this claim for lack of proof.  SH1. at 474 , 501.

Pierce points to no evidence supporting any of thes e claims. 

Therefore, Pierce is not entitled to relief on this  claim.  See

Johnson v. Scott , 68 F.3d 106, 112 (5 th  Cir. 1995), cert. denied , 51

U.S. 1122 (1996).
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L. Evidence Of Prior Unadjudicated Acts

In his twelfth claim for relief, Pierce contends th at the trial

court improperly admitted evidence of unadjudicated  prior offenses,

some of which occurred when Pierce was a juvenile.  “[T]here is no

constitutional prohibition on the introduction at a  trial’s

punishment phase of evidence showing that the defen dant has engaged

in extraneous, unadjudicated, criminal conduct.”  B rown v. Dretke ,

419 F.3d 365, 376 (5 th  Cir. 2005), cert. denied , 546 U.S. 1217

(2006); see also  Williams v. Lynaugh , 814 F.2d 205, 208 (5 th  Cir.)

(“the admission of unadjudicated offenses in the se ntencing phase of

a capital trial does not violate the eight and four teenth

amendments”), cert. denied , 484 U.S. 935 (1987).

M. Witherspoon

In his thirteenth and final claim for relief, Pierc e contends

that the trial court improperly granted the State’s  challenge for

cause to one prospective juror, Helen Curtis Scott.   During voir

dire, Scott stated that she did not think she could ans wer the

special issues in a way that would result in a deat h sentence.  IV

Tr. at 1143-44.  She later stated that “I feel if a  person do[es]

wrong, they should be punished; but I also feel tha t I wouldn’t like

for it to be me to have to pass that decision.”  Id .  at 1147.

Later, the following colloquy occurred between Scot t and the

prosecutor:

Q. Now, you’ve told us of your very strong beliefs o n the
death penalty and I’m asking you now that if you we re
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serving – let’s say you ended up for some reason on  a jury
on the capital murder case and you got to the punis hment
stage.  You’re given these questions to look at.  W ould
you say to yourself because of your own opinions an d
beliefs that I don’t care what the State has brough t on
these questions and, of course, the State has to tr y to
convince you beyond a reasonable doubt to answer th ose
questions yes.  And let’s say the State has brought
evidence in there that really convinces you that th ose
questions should be yes.  Would you say to yourself , “If
I say yes, he’s going to get death.  I’m morally op posed
to it, consciously opposed to it, so I’m to say no
regardless of the situation just so he does not get
death.”  Would you do that?

A. Yes, I would.

IV Tr. at 1155-56.  She equivocated a bit later:

Q. I’m saying that if you had to answer that yes or no in a
situation and you’re on the jury, what would your a nswer
be?  Could you answer that “yes” or “no” or would y ou
always answer it “no”?

A. Well, you don’t ever know what a person is going to do.
Sometimes people change, but if the person seems th at
they’re not going to change, you know, there’s just  no
hope for them, I would say the answer would be yes.

Id.  at 1159.  She later stated that she “probably coul dn’t live with

my conscience, but I am sure I could [answer ‘yes’] .”  Id.  at 1163.

Scott and defense counsel had the following exchang e:

Q. And then you said something else – and correct me  if I’m
wrong – “I have a conscience,” you said, “but I thi nk if
I was sitting on a jury and doing my duty as a law abiding
citizen, I could answer the question based upon the  facts
and the evidence of the case.”  Do you remember tha t you
said that when you answered yes a couple of times?  Do you
remember that?

A. Okay.  Actually what I meant was if you found out  that a
person is not going to do right, you can give up on
people.

Q. And you could answer yes under those circumstance s?
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A. Yes, I could.

Id.  at 1174.  The State challenged Scott for cause and  the trial

court granted the challenge.  The TCCA held that th e trial court did

not abuse its discretion.  Pierce v. State , 777 S.W.2d at 404.

In  Witherspoon v. Illinois , 391 U.S. 510 (1968), the Supreme

Court noted that 

[a] man who opposes the death penalty, no less than
one who favors it, can make the discretionary
judgment entrusted to him by the State and can thus
obey the oath he takes as a juror.  But a jury from
which all such men have been excluded cannot perfor m
the task demanded of it.

Id . at 519.  Accordingly, the Court held that 

a sentence of death cannot be carried out if the
jury that imposed or recommended it was chosen
by excluding veniremen for cause simply because
they voiced general objections to the death
penalty or expressed conscientious or religious
scruples against its infliction.

Id . at 522.  In Adams v. Texas , 448 U.S. 38, 45 (1980), the Court

clarified that Witherspoon  established “the general proposition that

a juror may not be challenged for cause based on hi s views about

capital punishment unless those views would prevent  or substantially

impair the performance of his duties as a juror . .  . .”  

In this case, Scott stated that she could not vote for the

death penalty.  Under further questioning, she equi vocated a bit and

stated that she could do so if she was convinced th at the defendant

would not change, but that even then, she “probably  couldn’t live

with my conscience.”  
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At the outset, it should be noted that the jurors w ould not be

asked to decide if Pierce would or would not change , but whether he

posed a future danger to society.  Thus, even in he r more equivocal

answers, Scott never stated that she could answer “ yes” to the

special issues she would actually be asked to answe r.

In any case, Scott’s ambivalence on her ability to answer the

special issues honestly if an honest answer meant a  death sentence

is evident even in her more equivocal answers.  Whi le these answers

could be read to mean that she believed she could a nswer yes, the

trial judge was in a position to observe Scott and hear her tone of

voice.  Based on her at best equivocal answers and the trial court’s

opportunity to observe Scott, the state court’s con clusion that

Scott would be substantially impaired in the perfor mance of her

duties as a juror was not unreasonable.

IV.  Certificate of Appealability

Pierce has not requested a certificate of appealabi lity

(“COA”), but this court may determine whether he is  entitled to this

relief in light of the foregoing rulings.  See  Alexander v. Johnson ,

211 F.3d 895, 898 (5th Cir. 2000) (“It is perfectly  lawful for

district court’s [sic] to deny a COA sua sponte .  The statute does

not require that a petitioner move for a COA; it me rely states that

an appeal may not be taken without a certificate of  appealability

having been issued.”).  A petitioner may obtain a C OA either from

the district court or an appellate court, but an ap pellate court
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will not consider a petitioner’s request for a COA until the

district court has denied such a request.  See  Whitehead v. Johnson ,

157 F.3d 384, 388 (5th Cir. 1988); see also  Hill v. Johnson , 114

F.3d 78, 82 (5th Cir. 1997) (“[T]he district court should continue

to review COA requests before the court of appeals does.”).

A COA may issue only if the petitioner has made a “ substantial

showing of the denial of a constitutional right.”  28 U.S.C.

§ 2253(c)(2); see also  United States v. Kimler , 150 F.3d 429, 431

(5th Cir. 1998).  A petitioner “makes a substantial  showing when he

demonstrates that his application involves issues t hat are debatable

among jurists of reason, that another court could r esolve the issues

differently, or that the issues are suitable enough  to deserve

encouragement to proceed further.”  Hernandez v. Jo hnson , 213 F.3d

243, 248 (5th Cir.), cert. denied , 531 U.S. 966 (2000).  “[T]he

determination of whether a COA should issue must be  made by viewing

the petitioner’s arguments through the lens of the deferential

scheme laid out in 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d).”  Barriente s v. Johnson , 221

F.3d 741, 772 (5th Cir. 2000), cert. dismissed , 531 U.S. 1134

(2001).

This court has carefully considered each of Pierce’ s claims and

concludes that each of the claims, with the excepti on of Pierce’s

Penry  claim, is foreclosed by clear, binding precedent.  This court

grants relief on the Penry  claim.  As to Pierce’s other claims, the

court concludes that Pierce has failed to make a “s ubstantial
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showing of the denial of a constitutional right.”  28 U.S.C. § 2253(c)(2).

V.  Conclusion and Order

For the foregoing reasons, it is ORDERED as follows:

1. Respondent Nathaniel Quarterman’s Motion for Summ ary

Judgment(Docket Entry No. 12) is GRANTED IN PART AND

DENIED IN PART;

2. Petitioner Anthony Leroy Pierce’s Amended Petitio n

for a Writ of Habeas Corpus (Docket Entry No. 8) is

GRANTED IN PART AND DENIED IN PART;

3. Pierce’s Amended Petition and Counter-Motion For Partial

Summary Judgment (Docket Entry No. 15) are  GRANTED as to

his Penry  claim (Claim A);

4. Pierce’s Amended Petition is DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE as

to all of his other claims;

5. Respondent shall release Pierce from his confinem ent,

unless within 120 days of entry of this Order, the State

grants Pierce a new sentencing hearing or resentenc es him

to a sentence less than death in accordance with Te xas law

in effect at the time of Pierce’s crime; 

6. A Certificate of Appealability is DENIED; and
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7. The relief granted in paragraph 5 of this Order i s STAYED

pending final resolution of all appeals from this O rder.

   SIGNED at Houston, Texas, on this the 26th day of Septemb er, 2008.

     ____________________________
   SIM LAKE

     UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
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